
All equipment - no school IT or resources required

Differentiated activities for EYFS, KS1 and KS2

Engaging workshops that cover your curriculum (see over)

Whole class groups (approx. 30 students) 

Full or half-days available 

Educational handouts and worksheets included

Pupil's creations can remain with you

Photos and videos are optional and shared with you

Feedback can be taken from children and staff 

Post-session report & evaluation available (extra cost)

Option for blended or online learning on some workshops

T :    +44 (0)1270 748415

M :   +44 (0)7740 948868

E :    contact@skillsupply.co.uk

W :   https://skillsupply.co.uk

      :  @SkillSupplyUK

Contact Us:

At Skill Supply we are passionate about inspiring
the engineers and scientists of the future...

Science Workshops - Science of Us

Dynamic
Digestion

Microbes
Buddies or

Bullies

Colourific
Concoctions

Making
Marvellous
Medicines

Learn from real
scientists how
medicines are made
and tested.  Using
real scientific
equipment in the
classroom to safely
find out where
medicines go in our
bodies, and the
effects of
concentration.  Lots
of measuring,
recording and real-
life science!

Discover the use of
colour in the lab by
investigating
elements
compounds and
mixtures.  Test
mystery solutions to
determine their pH.  
Then investigate
chemical reactions
and separation of
colours with
chromatography.
Real lab skills in
your classroom!

Find out why
enzymes are so
important to make
our bodies work
properly.
Experiment with
enzymes and see
what conditions
make them work
best. Then learn all
about the digestive
system and where
those enzymes
work and why.

Investigating what
microbes are, and
whether they all bad
for us.  Pupils' see
how good their
hand-washing is and
hygiene and younger
pupils create their
own microbe.  KS2
pupils will learn how
scientists how they
stay safe and use
scientific equipment
to extract a chemical
from "poo"!

Youth First
Aid

Suitable
for 

Y3 - Y6

Suitable
for 

Y3 - Y6
 Face to Face 

Suitable
for 

Y3 - Y6
 Face to Face 

Suitable
for 

Y1- Y6
 Face to Face 

Suitable
for 

Y3 - Y6
Face to Face 

Learn this amazing
life skill from
experienced First
Aid trainers.
Discover in an age-
appropriate way
how to stay safe,
get help, the
primary survey,
recovery position,
CPR, AED use,
bleeding and more. 
 Lots of hands-on
practice and a
certificate to take
home.
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What's Included? 

Workshop Options 

 Face to Face 



Skills for Life

Develop understanding of
people beyond their
experience, and 
challenge stereotypes

T :   +44 (0)1270 748415

M :  +44 (0)7740 948868

E :   contact@skillsupply.co.uk

W :  https://skillsupply.co.uk

      : @SkillSupplyUK

Working Scientifically: Learning through first hand
practical experiments.  
Use equipment to perform simple tests, make
observations, identifying and classifying, measuring,
Using observations and ideas to suggest answers to
questions, making conclusions

Science Topics: The needs of animals and humans
and the structure of their bodies.  The importance
of certain foods, hygiene and how to stay healthy.
Habitats and micro habitats. Classification of
microbes and their life cycle and reproduction. 
The effects of medicine on the body.  How real
scientists work, and the equipment they use. How
new chemicals are made. Be given a range of
scientific experiences

The best part was mixing the
chemicals, I give it infinity out
of 10! - Year 4 pupil

I mostly enjoyed doing an experiment
about medicine, where we found out

how they test medicines.  It was brilliant! 
- Year 5 pupil

I enjoyed the children's excitement,
engagement and participation in all of 
the activities.  A really interesting and
informative day, thank you - Year 1 teacher

Embed and extend knowledge 
and skills. Use imagination and
creativity in their learning

Increase knowledge of the
natural and man-made world
around them

After-School ClubsDid you know we run After-School

clubs for most of our STEM themes? 
We take the bookings and

payments, all you need to provide is

the space (and the children!).More info athttps://skillsupply.co.uk/skillclubs/

A full day's workshop with a class (approx. 30 pupils) from as
little as £385. (This can be split into two half-day sessions for two
classes if the workshop is suitable). A half-day session on it's own
is £275. 

CPD sessions for teachers and staff start at £132 for an hour
(day and half-day rates also available).

We regularly apply for grants to support sessions in schools and
advertise these via email and social media.  Get in touch to be
added to our mailing list and be first to hear.

Contact Us:
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Develop curious, interested
learners, creative and critical
thinkers

Improve personal and social
skills

Learn from mistakes and
feedback and increase
resilience to failure

Literacy: Working in groups, use spoken language
for speculating, hypothesising, imagining and
exploring ideas.  Using correct technical language

Maths: Measure and record  lengths and heights, 
 mass/weight, volume and time.  Use appropriate
units

Improve Team working and 
communication

Encourage independent
learning, develop problem
solving and creative learning

Increases confidence to be
innovative

Motivates to pursue STEM 
related careers

Understand the impact of
STEM on everyday life

OFSTED Curriculum Links 
(dependent on workshop)

Engage and motivate children, 
promote a sense of achievement
and a commitment to learning 

Pricing


